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As a major activity of this program, we organized an international symposium, summer 
school, and demonstration, training programs in Manila, Philippines in 2012. The aim was 
to further enhance the exchange of scientific information among university researchers, 
industry professionals, museum and archive researchers involved in the fields of 
application of advanced technology for digitization, analysis, and displaying of world 
cultural heritage and special reports on recent international projects. 

These activities, could not be done if it was not the excellent support from University of 
Philippines, University of Saint Tomas, National Museum of Philippines, National 

Historical Commission of the Philippines and UNESCO National Commission of the 

Philippines. 

 The exchange of information and knowledge between the participants hopefully will be 
presented to wider international communities in the world especially in Asia who share 
similar cultural heritage in many ways. 

 In September 2011, we started a digitization project in Ninnaji Temple in Kyoto. Ninnaji 
is one of the most beautiful Japanese temples in Kyoto is a designated a UNESCO world 
heritage. The Kannondo temple in Ninnaji is about 380 years old, with Buddhist paintings 
in extremely good preservation conditions. The Kannondo (観音堂) temple was and is still 
closed to the public. In one of the world’s biggest digitization project, about 10 new systems 
were designed and built, the wall paintings which are as big as 3.8 m by 8 m were digitized 
in high resolution, 31 Buddhist sculpture were digitized, not to mention painted columns 
and other objects. 
 
 In Kyoto University we strongly supported the idea of this project. The main purpose was, 
and is, to use these invaluable data for making pigments database, for conservation, 
restoration, and protection of these paintings and the building itself. I am indebted to the 
Ninnaji temple for having a presentation in this conference to give an introduction to this 
project. Ninnaji Temple also strongly supported our acuivities in Philippines.  
 
 In Kyoto University, most, if not all, of the professors and researchers have their basic 
mission to participate and support the ideas and projects all around the globe for initiating 
and creation of knowledge.  It is based on this idea, that we established laboratories in 
Xian in China; London in United Kingdom; Seoul in Korea; Cairo and Giza in Egypt; and 
Manila Philippines and the same way we did in more than 5 other sites in Japan. We 
support all the activities related to digitization of world cultural heritage, and strongly 
recommend the governments, international agencies, local governments, volunteers, and 
private companies to give their support for this type of activities. 
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